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Install the mounting plate on the ceiling 
and then mark the position of the screw 
holes. The mounting plate should be securely 
fixed to the ceiling. 

(1)6*expansion bolts for cement ceiling.
(2)11*ST4×30 screws for wooden ceiling.

Calculation the total height of angle bars:
“A” is countertop height; “B” is angle bar height 
from ceiling to bottom of angle bars(as left figure).  
"C" is the height from cooker surface to the bottom 
of, cooker hood (as left figure).                     
B (mm) = D - A - C - 80

If the cooking fumes and vapors need be vented to 
the outside, then a hole for passing the vent pipe 
should be cut in the ceiling at this step. 
Put the upper chimney on the angle bars (with 
shutter end upwards). Then fix the upper chimney 
section to the mounting plate, using the 4×self 
tapping screws(as left figure).



Put the lower chimney on the angle bars and 
slide it up until it almost completely overlaps 
the upper chimney. Then hang it with s-hooks 
to prevent it from sliding down (as left figure).

Install the machine body onto the angle bars 
with 16 pcs of M5X10 screws(as left figure).

Remove the S-hooks and then slide 
the lower chimney section downwards, 
until it rests against the machine body of the 
cooker hood(as left figure).

此处有变



The hot bulb may hurt hands. Please switch off the power for 
10 minutes before replace the bulb.



In order to install the carbon filter, the grease filter should 
be detached first. Press the lock and pull it downward.
(Carbon filter is NOT included, need to order it separately.)

                   Fix carbon filter into the unit and turn it in clockwise 
direction. Repeat the same on the other side.(Carbon filter is 
NOT included, need to order it separately.)

                                        Suggest changing to new one every 3 
months (According to different kitchen condition, the life time of 
carbon filter might be longer or shorter than 3 months).
(Carbon filter is NOT included, need to order it separately.)
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